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Success with Aviso 
 � Improved win rates and reduced sales cycles through actionable pipeline 

insights

 � Focused on the right deals, and reduced meeting prep and forecast time from 

hours to minutes

 � Dramatically increased visibility into the business so the executive team can 

make the right decisions to achieve its sales plan 

The Opportunity
Aryaka is the only company that delivers software-defined WAN to accelerate the 

private and public cloud. When Shawn Farshchi joined Aryaka as President and CEO 

in 2015, Aryaka didn’t have a solution that could give him and his executive team an 

unbiased and highly reliable analysis of the sales pipeline, which was a critical need 

to drive faster revenue growth. 

The forecast numbers were rarely accurate and invariably out of date. Operating 

in a dynamic sales environment many deals moved from the time the forecast 

spreadsheet was created to when it was presented. In addition to forecasting 

challenges, the company was in a transitional phase - new executive management, 

new messaging and a company reorganization. At the time, Aryaka had 16 quota-

carrying sales reps. In the midst of all this change, it was more important than 

ever to ensure the executive team had real-time access to critical data, trends, and 

insights that would set the company up for success. 

As CEO, Shawn knew he needed a solution that would provide real-time visibility 

into the forecast and sales pipeline, and also deliver business insights so his 

management team could make the right decisions to grow its business faster. “We 

looked at Salesforce’s forecasting tool, but it’s bare bones. I knew it wouldn’t fulfill 

our needs,” says Shawn. 

Discovering Aviso 
After spending time learning more about Aviso, it quickly became apparent that the 

Aviso automated forecasting management and analytics solution meant the senior 

management team could now have insights into the quality of the sales pipeline at 

both a corporate level and at the deal level - right at their fingertips. As CEO, Shawn 

could quickly get answers to their forecasting questions, have visibility into the sales 

pipeline, determine sales productivity and help prioritize the right deals. Additionally, 

he could make appropriate course corrections to stay on track to meet or exceed 

their plan. “Our company is moving fast and quick decisions need to be made to 

ensure we’re moving in the right direction. When the board needs an update, I need 

the ability to quickly get answers. Aviso enables this,” Shawn says.
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As soon as they implemented Aviso, the sales and executive teams were actively 

watching their current and next quarter forecasts and taking action. “By the time 

we completed our first quarter using Aviso, we were within 7% of the predicted 

forecast,” Shawn recalls. “What was so impressive with this accuracy is that we did 

it with a bunch of fresh, new faces on the Aryaka sales team—they needed virtually 

no time to get up-and-running with Aviso and immediately saw its benefits.”

Improved Focus on the Deals that Matter

Every week, Shawn and his sales management team get together to go through the 

forecast. What previously took hours of preparation now takes minutes, and the 

team focuses their attention on the deals that need it most. With truly actionable 

insights, including early warning indicators, Shawn and the executive team were 

able to take action on deals that might slip. This resulted in a negative churn - 

meaning they now upsell more than losing customers.

“I wish all my vendors were like Aviso.”

Unbiased View of the Sales Pipeline

Avisos Insights helps Shawn resolve discrepancies between the managers’ 

intuition and gut feeling and the unbiased data driven analytics. This allows him 

and the executive team the opportunity to prioritize deals that may have been 

overlooked in sales pipeline reviews because of emotion and ego.

A More Predictable Forecast 

Prior to implementing Aviso, the Aryaka team was relying on spreadsheets and 

spending hours before meetings pulling data. This time lost often meant significant 

delays in getting Shawn numbers in a timely manner. Because the process was 

so manual, it also left plenty of room for error. Modifying spreadsheets to look 

at various scenarios also opened the door to inaccuracies. This is in complete 

contrast to what is now done with Aviso. The Aryaka team now enjoys automated 

forecast rollup with Aviso (no emailing spreadsheets back and forth, wasting time 

formatting broken cells) and real-time data.

“Now I can trust that the data we see in our forecast 
meetings is very accurate and in real-time.”
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Founded in 2012 by K. V. Rao and Andrew Abrahams, we are the first company to bring 
advanced portfolio management principles to business executives making critical revenue 
decisions. Almost twenty years ago, K. V. and Andrew met at the National Center for 
Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) to use the world’s most powerful supercomputer for 
advanced quantitative analyses. Today they joined forces with the goal of helping every 
enterprise Own Their Quarter.
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Increased Visibility Into Deals

Before Aviso it was hard to get visibility into any specific regions or reps. Now they are able to drill-down in just a few 

clicks by theater, region, or rep. Sorting is done however the user wants - by probability of closing vs. size vs. region

“We actually now run our forecast meetings with Aviso rather than using our 
CRM tool [Salesforce].”

Stay on Track and Hit Your Plan

With Aviso’s unbiased forecasts and analytics, the Aryaka team can highlight quarter-over-quarter trends, outliers, clusters, 

and more, to guide decisions that help make plan. With forecast alerts and tracking, they are always up-to-date and have 

complete visibility into the health of their pipeline and can react quickly. With what-if scenario modeling, anyone can create 

models for multiple scenarios that may play out throughout the quarter. 

“The leadership team quickly adopted Aviso because we saw the benefits and 
value immediately.”

 The Results
Shawn and the Aryaka team were able to see immediate results within the first month of the Aviso implementation. Shawn 

says, “The biggest compliment goes to the implementation team at Aviso...their responsiveness and ability to apply best 

practices to our situation was invaluable.”

The team now has accurate, real-time dashboards which are used across the organization from executive management 

to sales reps. Time is saved by no longer searching for data and deciphering its meaning, which previously caused deals 

to get lost in the chaos. Now, the Aryaka team can spend their time focusing on the deals that matter and will have the 

largest impact, because they are highlighted in the Aviso dashboards.  Aviso provides Aryaka with actionable insights that 

allow them to course correct and actually change the outcome of their quarter - giving them the ability to consistently 

make plan. 

Shawn believes the tool is built for any organization with a sales force who wants to succeed. “You’ll get unprecedented 

visibility from day one of your quarter and unbiased sales performance analysis giving you better opportunities to 

succeed.” Anyone can get the data anytime, anywhere, when they need it.

“Aviso is our tool of choice - great results, good visibility, high accuracy. It’s a 
must have tool for any CEO who not only wants  an unbiased analysis of the 
business at his or her fingertips, but also specific, deal level actionable insights to 
drive faster revenue growth,” Shawn says.
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